Arriving at RiverPark Center

- Turn north (towards the river) on Crittenden
- Turn left into the alley that runs under the bridge
- A volunteer will be there to send you around to the front of the building on Daviess Street to unload

Bus parking at the SportsCenter

- Follow Veteran’s Blvd (1st Street) along the river
- Turn left on Frederica Street
- Proceed to 9th Street and turn right
- Proceed to Hickman Ave. and turn left
- The SportsCenter parking lot is on the right

BE IN YOUR BUS READY FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS FROM A RIVERPARK REPRESENTATIVE NO LATER THAT _______________. PLEASE DO NOT RETURN BEFORE THE REPRESENTATIVE SENDS YOU BACK. YOU WILL BE RETURNING IN THE ORDER THAT THE SCHOOL AND BUS NUMBER IS CALLED OUT TO LOAD THEIR BUS.

Returning to RiverPark Center

- Turn left from SportCenter onto Hickman Ave
- Turn right on 9th Street
- Proceed to all the way to Crittenden Street and turn left
- Turn into alley and a volunteer will send you around front to load
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